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Part of our ongoing investigation into the leeuwengroot (gros au lion, gros compagnon, gezel, 

socius) of all regions involves studying the accounting records made in the Middle Ages that 

pertain to this coin type. This is the second in a series of reports on that subject. 

 

The leeuwengroot (gros au lion, gros compagnon, socius, gezel) was a (nominally) silver 

coin, struck in the 14
th

 century in Western Europe, in particular, in the Low Countries. The 

type was first minted in Flanders (or perhaps in Brabant) in 1337, in response to the 

devaluation of silver coins in France earlier that same year. The type was quickly imitated in 

the regions around Flanders, sometimes as a “coin of convention” mandated by agreements 

between these regions. 

 

 
 

leeuwengroot of Flanders 

Louis of Nevers (1322-1346) 

Elsen 132-523 / 3.46 g. 

shown actual size 

 

 

Minting of this type ended in Flanders in 1364, and the imitations in other regions ceased as 

well. Minting of the plak series of lion-with-helm coins began in 1365 in Flanders, and was 

widely imitated in other places as the leeuwengroot had been before it. A short resurgence of 

leeuwengroten occurred in Brabant 1381-1383, with a few imitations in small regions such as 

Megen and Batenburg. 

 

Our interest therefore lies in medieval records dating c. 1337 - c. 1364, while also 

keeping an eye out for records from c. 1381-1383 (especially those from Brabant). 
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This is Part Two of our report on the leeuwengroot as found in medieval documents. It is 

assumed that the reader has read (and understood) Part One (the accounts of Jan Meester 

Lams Zoon, ref. 68); we will not be repeating the basic information regarding medieval 

bookkeeping as given in previous reports.  

 

 

It is important to note that medieval accounting was only consistent within a very 

specific framework. The manner in which the books were kept in one place was not 

necessarily the same manner used in another place. The manner in which the books 

were kept by one clerk was not necessarily the same manner used by another clerk (in 

the same place, at a different time), et cetera.  
As it turns out, this will cause us quite a bit of trouble when attempting to study the 

medieval accounts relevant to the study of the leeuwengroot, but we are getting ahead of 

ourselves. 

 

 

It is the inspection of coins and the study of their detailed characteristics that is our forté, not 

the study of medieval documents. To be perfectly frank, we are “in over our heads” when we  

attempt to decipher some of the medieval accounts. In effect, what we are trying is akin to 

trying to read The Odyssey in the original Greek, armed with nothing more than a meager 

knowledge of the language, and an Ancient Greek-English dictionary. 

We are therefore highly dependent upon the works of previous researchers to aid 

us. Financial (and other) constraints also limit us to what we can find on the Internet; we have 

only seen facsimiles of any of the documents, none of the originals, and even some of the 

modern transcriptions were unavailable to us. Fortunately, new old things keep turning up on 

the Net every day, so in time, more medieval records are sure to become available to 

researchers. 

 

 

_____________ 

 

 

THE ACCOUNTS OF HEYNRIC DE RODE 

 

We are going to continue our investigation into 14
th

 century documents with another “easy” 

one: the accounts of Heynric de Rode, which include 2 entries recording transactions 

involving clear indications of leeuwengroot coins. (In fact, the joke was on us because the 

“easy” calculations turned out to be anything but). 

 

We have taken these accounts from Hamaker, whose transcriptions are the only version 

available (as far as we know), without tracking down and inspecting the original, medieval 

documents. We are therefore relying on Hamaker’s transcriptions to be accurate. We are 

unaware of any subsequent literature having been published regarding these particular 

accounts. 

 

The accounts of Heynric de Rode, (August 24, 1343 - 10 January, 1346), rentmeester of 

Kennemerland & West Friesland, can be found on pp. 222-558 of the second volume of 

Hamaker’s Holland transcription (ref. 2). 
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On pp. 252, 341 and 497, the name is given as: Heynric den Rode. The first line gives his 

name as Heynric die Rode (p. 252) or as Henric die Rode (pp. 341 & 497). On pp. 253 and 

279, we find: Heyne Rode, and at various other points he refers to himself simply as Henric. 

 

The accounts are full of entries for various costs and money paid out, for innumerable things 

such as maintenance of the count’s residences, dike repair and maintenance, building supplies 

(nails, ironwork, lumber), building costs (carpenters, bricklayers etc.) food supplies (cows, 

pigs, eels, haring, cod, wine, beer etc.). There are entries for money paid out for various things 

that washed up on the beaches, including wood, fish, and chests full of clothing or money. 

Various other costs arise, costs paid for horses and cows, costs and labor involved in 

collecting and burning shells for lime, etc. There are expenses for clothing for various 

servants of the count, and for messengers tasked with carrying the many letters sent by the 

count as by his wife. Etc. etc. 

 There are, of course, many posts for money received, most of which involve “taxes” or 

rents for land, or repayments of loans made by the count. The details of the accounts 

receivable are fairly complicated, involving many different aspects of medieval fiefdom and 

land use. These details lie far outside the scope of our own leeuwengroot coin investigation.  

 

 

Gezellen (Coins) 

By the time that Heynric de Rode was rentmeester, the first two waves of leeuwengroot 

production (in Flanders, Brabant, Holland, Hainaut and elsewhere) were as good as finished. 

In about October, 1343, production of leeuwengroten ceased in all regions; no more 

leeuwengroten were minted until the restart of late 1345 or early 1346 (Flanders, Brabant, 

etc.) 

 It is therefore not all that surprising that there are so few references to the gezel in the 

Heynric de Rode accounts. They only come up twice, both times in what seem to be 

exchanges of “old” coins for new. Before and after these socius posts in the accounts come 

other exchanges of  “old” or “foreign” money (see below). 

 

 

Rekenpond 

At the beginning of the Heynric de Rode accounts, it is not immediately clear which 

rekenpond is being employed. Most of the entries give only sum totals, and do not involve 

any conversions. Eventually the word holland appears after the total, an indication that the 

amounts are being recorded in pond holland. 

 

 

Errors in the Accounts 

We have not seen the original Heynric de Rode accounts (nor any facsimiles thereof), but they 

were almost certainly written using Roman numerals, as was usual at the time. If someone, 

the clerk or Hamaker, misread or left out even a single digit here or there, everything could go 

off by fairly large amounts of money. The difference between vij (7) and viij (8), for example, 

might in fact become fairly significant in the calculations if mistranscribed (by the clerk or by 

Hamaker). 

 

In the accounts for Zeeland (ref. 4), we have noticed a number of mistakes in the accounting, 

some of them small, some of them involving rather large amounts of money; in several cases, 

the items listed do not add up to the total given. We are unable to say if these errors are in the 
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original accounting, or in Hamaker’s transcription, but either way, the math does not work out 

properly. Hamaker makes no note of any of these errors. 

 In the transcription of the accounts of Heynric de Rode, as well as the accounts of Gheret 

Heinen (also found in Hamaker’s second Holland volume), Hamaker has pointed out (and 

corrected) a number of errors in the medieval accounts. He seems to have been double-

checking the arithmetic and the (Holland) accounts in general for accuracy (including spelling 

and grammar). Either Hamaker was less careful when it came to the Zeeland accounts, and 

simply did not see the errors, or we can infer that the errors that we found are in fact 

Hamaker’s. (More on this in our upcoming reports on the Zeeland accounts, to be published.) 

 It appears, however, that there are other errors in the Heynric de Rode accounts that either 

went unnoticed by Hamaker, or were errors made by Hamaker himself in his transcriptions (it 

is impossible to determine which). Let us take a look at the sales of some swans… 

 

 
 

Hamaker (Holland) II, p. 274 
[2]

 

 

 

Note that Hamaker has corrected an error in the original accounts in the third post (Abbe 

Gheytiaens). But the first entry (Wouter Bennen) does not add up correctly either: 

 

 

Wouter Pieter Bennen 

 

[465 swans # 100 = 4.65] x 6 £ = 27.9 £ = 6,696 đ = 27 £ 18 β *  

 

 28 £ 4 β = 6,768 đ = 470 swans 

 

= a difference of 72 đ too much paid for 465 swans 
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Wouter Pieter Bennen 

 

125 swans @ 7.5 £ per hundred = 2,250 đ = 9 £ 7 β 6 đ   (correct) 

 

 

 

Abbe Gheytiaens 

 

630 swans {sic} @ 6 £ per hundred = 9,072 đ = 37 £ 16 β 

 

31 £ 16 β = 7,632 đ = 530 swans @ 6 £ per hundred 

 

 

Why did Hamaker correct the Abbe Gheytiaens entry, but not the Wouter Pieter Bennen 

entry? Either Hamaker’s transcription is wrong, or the entry is wrong. The amount to be 

paid could have been miscalculated (Wouter paid for 5 swans that he did not actually receive), 

or the correct amount was paid but then mis-entered in the books, or the entry should have 

read “470 swans”. 

 

 

Abbe Gheytiaens also paid for: 

 

 85 swans @ 8 £ per hundred = 1,632 đ = 6 £ 16 β * 

 

 85 swans @ 8 £ per hundred = 1,608 đ = 6 £ 14 β 

 

 = a difference of 24 đ too little paid for 85 swans 

 

So Abbe paid 24 đ too little… or the entry is wrong, or Hamaker’s transcription is wrong. 

 

 

Abbe Gheytiaens also paid for: 

 

 50 swans @ 8.5 £ per hundred = 1,020 đ = 4 £ 5 β 

 

This one is correct. 

 

 

So what, exactly, is going on here? Either the clerk or Hamaker were not very good at his job. 

Either Hamaker was making errors in his transcription, or the clerk is making errors in his 

arithmetic and Hamaker was not checking every single post for accuracy. Without seeing the 

original documents (or facsimiles thereof), we cannot answer these questions. 

 The rest of the swan sale entries on this (Hamaker) page are all correct: 

 

 

705 swans = 10,152 đ = 42 £ 6 β     Rippaert Ymmen 

 

380 swans = 5,472 đ = 22 £ 16 β     Hayken van Opdam 

 

56 swans = 784 đ = 3 £ 5 β 4 đ      Hayken van Opdam 
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In theory, all of these numbers would have been checked by another clerk or clerks at the 

verantwoording, where Heynric de Rode would have been made to account for his 

bookkeeping before the count of Holland (Hainaut, Zeeland & “Friesland”). Does this imply 

that the errors are Hamaker’s? 

 

We should also point out that Hamaker’s correction of 630 swans to 530 swans, which makes 

the math work out correctly, was, technically, his own assumption that it was the number of 

swans that was the incorrect number, and not the final total of 31 £, which if “corrected” to  

37 £, makes the math work out correctly for 630 swans. While Hamaker’s “correction” might 

be a logical assumption, it is one that we ourselves cannot make in such a situation, without 

having the original documents at our disposal. Without these documents, it is not possible to 

determine exactly where the errors lie: with Hamaker’s transcription, with the original 

transaction, or with some aspect of the account entry (number of swans or the total amount 

paid). 

Hamaker has already translated the Roman numerals into Hindu-Arabic numerals for us. 

 

 31 = xxxvj lb. 

 37 = xxxvij lb. 

 

 630 = dcxxx zwanen  ? 

 530 = dxxx zwanen  ? 

 

_____________ 

 

 

Redaction of the Accounts 

At several points in his transcriptions, Hamaker decided to leave out what he considered to be 

“repetitive” information. While we are not convinced that this was a good idea (in general), it 

does not seem to have affected anything relevant to our leeuwengroot study, insofar as the 

Heynric de Rode accounts are concerned. (More on this in our upcoming reports on the 

Zeeland accounts, to be published.) 

 

 

 

__________________________ 

 

Hamaker 
Ref. 2 

 

We pored through all of the HdR account entries, looking for the word socio, socios, socius, 

socii, sociorum, soc., and/or anything else similar, as well as the word gezel, ghezelle, 

gheselle, ghez.), etc. In addition, we looked over the entries in general, looking for references 

to other coin types or anything else interesting of whatever nature. 

Bear in mind the previously mentioned difference between gezellen coins and gezellen 

human companions (ref. 68, p. 4). 
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In this report: 

 

Amounts that are underlined are taken verbatim from the original documents, while 

those that are not, are the calculations performed by ourselves and/or the medieval 

clerk(s), and the corresponding results. 

 

Words in [square brackets] are absent from the original text, but have been inserted by 

us in order to clarify the text. 

 

Words in red indicate something that is incorrect or suspect. 

 

 

_____________ 

 
 

 

 
 

Hamaker (Holland) II, p. 222  
[2]

 

 

 

Dordrecht, St. Bartholomew’s Day, 1343 – The Monday after Assumption of the Virgin 

Mary, 1344 

1 year, 9 days 

 

To understand what is going on with the entries involving the socius coins, we will begin with 

a different entry involving brabantini and “other old money”, received by Henric de Rode: 
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Hamaker (Holland) II, p. 364  
[2]

 

 

 

The conversion from brabantini and “other old money” to {new} deniers holland was done 

“invisibly” by the clerk. The subsequent math works out properly: 

 

 

 18 £ [holland] = 4,320 đ holland 

 

  4,320 đ holland # 30 écu = 144 đ holland per écu  

 

 

2 đ [holland] x 30 écu = 60 đ [holland] = 5 β [holland] 

 

 

1 gold écu is worth 144 đ holland. 

 

 

 

_____________ 

 

 

 

The way that the first post including socius coins is written, we will need the value of the 

écu (scilde), in order to do the necessary calculations. We are told “{received} each gezel for 

6 đ [holland]”: 

 

 

 
 

Hamaker (Holland) II, p. 273 
[2]
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21 £ 2.5 β [holland] = 5,070 đ holland 

 

  # 6 đ holland = 845 socius coins 

 

x 7 đ holland = 5,915 đ holland   

(“…elken gheselle…weder wtghegeven voir 7 đ…”) 

 

A difference of, of course, 845 đ holland.  

 

 

In this post we are not told how many écu this 5,070 đ holland would be, but: 

 

 5,070 đ holland # 144 đ holland (value of 1 écu) = 35.2083333333 écu  

 

  x 8 đ [holland] = 281.6666666 đ holland     =  + 1 ⅔ đ holland * 

 

 

 = 23 β 4 đ [holland] = 280 đ holland  

 

 

The total given is 1 ⅔ đ holland too low, but close enough. 

 

 

What we cannot explain is the seeming incongruity between the statement that the socius 

were “taken in” at 6 đ [holland] and “given out” at 7 đ [holland] (= 845 đ ), and the statement 

that this meant 8 đ per écu (= c. 280 đ). The final total given seems to be based upon the latter 

statement, but the origin of this “8 đ per écu” is not at all clear to us. (Again: medieval 

bookkeeping is not at all our area of expertise.) 

 

The entry tells us that the value of the écu is 18 groot, which gives us the value of 1 groot in 

denier holland: 

 

 1 écu = 18 groot 

 

 144 đ holland # 18 groot = 8 đ holland per groot 

 

 

The notation that the écu was worth 18 groot was, of course, relevant to the clerk, because at 

other times, the écu was listed as being worth 20 groot. 

 

 

Note that if we divide the total denier holland by 18 groot (the value of 1 écu): 

 

 5,070 đ holland # 18 groot = 281.6666666 đ holland  

 

we get the same total. 

 

 

_____________ 
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Hamaker (Holland) II, pp. 364 
[2]

 

 

 

This is the second post regarding the socius coin. 

 

 

7 £ 18 β [holland] = 1,896 đ holland = 316 socius coins 

 

  # 144 đ holland (value of 1 écu) = 13.166666 écu 

 

x 8 đ [holland] = 105.3333333 đ holland = - ⅔ đ holland * 

   

 

(This 105 ⅓ đ is the same total one would get by dividing 1,896 đ holland by 18 groot as with 

the previous socius post.) 

 

 

 

 8 β 10 đ [holland] = 106 đ holland 

 

 

The final total given is ⅔ đ holland too high, but close enough. 

 

 

We are told that the value of the gold écu is 12 β [holland], which is the same 144 đ holland 

value for the écu that we obtained from the brabantini and “old money” entry given above 

(Hamaker, p. 364).  

 

 1 écu = 12 β [holland] 

 

1 écu = 18 “groot of 8 đ holland” 

 

 1 écu = 144 đ holland 

 

__________________________ 

 

 

 

 

We could find no other references to socius (gezel) coins in the accounts of Heynric de Rode. 

We took a quick look at some of the other transactions involving specific coins types as well. 

Some of them did not work out too well, so we simply abandoned our efforts. (For example, 

the final post, involving bishop’s head groten, which seems to be missing some information 

as to how much was “te baten boven” the écu of 18 groot, as given in every other post. The f. 

of facit is also missing.) 
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Hamaker (Holland) II, pp. 273-274 
[2]

  

 

 

These pages contain (among other things) various entries involving receipt of different sorts 

of silver money, along with the values, presumably expressed in money of Holland. One of 

these transactions involved socius coins (discussed here above). The value given for the écu is 

18 groot (holland), which equals 144 đ holland (the groot having a value of 8 đ holland). 

 

Other coins are the bishop’s head groten (presumably from Utrecht or Cologne), gansen 

(presumably grand blanc ½ groten from Flanders et al), and penningen and brabantini from 

Guelders. 

` 

 

 

_____________ 
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Hamaker (Holland) II, p. 364 
[2]

 

detail 

 

 

 

ghelres brabantschen 

 

4 £ 17 β 9 đ = 1,173 đ 

 

 1,173 đ # 144 đ holland = 8.1458333333333 écu 

 

x 4 groot per écu = 32.58333333 groot * 

 

259 đ holland # 32.58333333 groot 

 

= 7.94885 đ holland per groot, or c. 8 đ holland 

 

32.58333333 groot x 8 đ holland per groot = 260.66666 đ holland * 

 

 

21 β 7 đ [holland] = 259 đ holland 

 

259 đ holland # 8 đ holland per groot = 32.375 groot 

 

 

 

The totals are close, but not perfect. They work out much better if they are simply rounded 

off: 

 

 260 đ holland # 32.5 groot = 8 đ holland per groot 

 

  = 21 β 8 đ [holland] 

 

 

_____________ 
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Hamaker (Holland) II, pp. 363-364 
[2]

 

 

 

 

These pages contain (among other things) the second group of entries involving receipt of 

different sorts of silver money, along with the values, expressed in money of Holland. One of 

these transactions involved socius coins (discussed here above)..  
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The entries repeat the previously determined values for the écu of 18 groot = 12 β holland  

( = 144 đ holland). That is, until the final two posts, where the values given are: 

 

 écu = 20 groot 

 halling = 15 groot 

 

Presumably, at this ratio between the two coins, when the écu was worth 18 groot, the halling 

would have been worth 13.5 groot, i.e.  

 

(18 groot per écu # 20 groot per écu) x 15 groot per halling = 13.5 groot per halling 

  

 

From one post to the next, the value of the écu changed from 18 groot (144 đ holland) to 20 

groot (160 đ holland). 

 

__________________________ 

 

Beach Finds 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Hamaker (Holland) II, p. 275 
[2]

 

 

 

11 écu + 3 halling = 7 £ 19 β [holland] = 1,908 đ [holland] 

 

 

1 écu = 12 β holland = 144 đ holland 

 x 11 = 1,584 đ holland 

 

3 halling = 324 đ holland 

1 halling = 108 đ holland 

 

 

 

Note that the 108 đ holland value for the gold halling would be equal to 13.5 groot, as 

discussed here above, so everything is working out correctly. 

 

 

 

_____________ 
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There is another post on the following page that shows a transition from the écu valued at 20 

groot (160 đ holland) to the écu valued at 18 groot (144 đ holland): 

 

 

 
 

Hamaker (Holland) II, p. 276 
[2]

 

 

 

 

13 gansen x 6 đ [holland] = 78 đ [holland]    écu of 20 groot = 160 đ holland 

 

1 écu = 20 groot          écu of 20 groot = 160 đ holland 

 

1 écu = 18 groot           écu of 18 groot = 144 đ holland 

 

= 10 groot : 9 groot 

 

 

 1 gans = 6 đ holland x 0.90 = 5.4 đ holland   écu of 18 groot = 144 đ holland 

 

x 13 gansen = 70.2 đ holland *    écu of 18 groot = 144 đ holland 

 

 

= 5 β 10.5 đ = 70.5 đ [holland]       écu of 18 groot = 144 đ holland 

 

 

 70.5 đ holland # 13 gansen = 5.4230769230769 đ holland per gans 

     (écu of 18 groot = 144 đ holland) 

 

 

Close enough. The final total given is 70 ½, while the correct total is 70 1/5. 

 

 

 

To be perfectly honest, we are not sure if these gansen were coins or geese, although we 

suspect they were coins because they are listed under Beach Finds. We are later informed 

(Hamaker II, p. 364) that gans coins were going for 7-8 đ, while the price of 1 swan (Hamaker 

II, p. 274) was about 13-15 đ, whatever that might mean for the price of a goose. 

 

 

_____________ 
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The Groot of 8 đ Holland 

 

What is this groot = 8 đ holland? In theory, it cannot be a groot holland, because, by 

definition, 1 groot holland should equal 12 đ holland, in the same way the 1 groot gezel 

always = 12 đ gezel (even though there were no physical “denier gezel” coins). 

 

Let us take a look at some previous literature, in this case Sassen (ref. 5, pp. 123-124): 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Sassen, pp. 123-124 
[5]
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What Sassen is basically saying is that van Mieris incorrectly transcribed β (or S ) as groot 

instead of the correct schelling. More important for our purposes at the moment, is Sassen’s 

statement: “Een groot is gelijk aan 8 đ holland”. He then uses this to show that 18 groot = 12 

β holland (and not 12 groten holland). Sassen does not give this groot a name, but instead 

seems to say that they should not be referred to as groot holland, which, he says, did not exist 

at the time.  

Sassen states, with no further edification, that 1 groot = 8 đ holland, period. As we have 

seen, at some times, the gold écu was worth 18 groot (144 đ holland), at other times the écu 

was worth 20 groot (160 đ holland). 

 Since the accounts under discussion appear to have been kept in đ holland, with no 

conversion to đ tournois, we have little choice other than to refer to this “groot” simply as the 

“groot of 8 đ holland”. It is possible, perhaps even likely, that this is the same “groot of 16 đ 

tournois” that we encounter in so many other accounts. If so, then 2 đ holland was equal to 1 

đ tournois, and one écu worth 288 đ tournois when it was worth 18 “groot of 8 đ holland” / 

12 β holland. 

 

 This would mean that the fluctuating values of the socius coin would be: 

 

 6 đ holland  12 đ tournois 

7 đ holland  14 đ tournois 

7.5 đ holland 15 đ tournois 

8 đ holland  16 đ tournois  1 groot of 8 đ holland 

 

 

Note that the socius rarely, if ever, reached a value of 8 đ holland or 16 đ tournois (we have 

yet to do a complete charting of the values of the socius over time). Note as well that this 

particular table is only valid as long as the ratio between denier tournois and holland was 1:2 

(which was almost certainly not always the case). 

 

 

_____________ 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

It is impossible to know where the problems with the accounts that we have noticed originate, 

whether with Hamaker’s transcriptions of with the original documents. 

 

Assuming for the sake of argument that Hamaker’s transcriptions are correct (for the most 

part), then the clerk Heynric de Rode seems to have gone about his work in a fairly slipshod 

manner, at times losing or gaining a denier or two here or there, but at other times bungling 

rather sizeable amounts of 24 đ or 72 đ (etc.). But for all we know at this point, some or all of 

the errors could be Hamaker’s. 

 

The socius is only mentioned twice in the accounts, both times with an “incoming” value of  

6 đ holland and an “outgoing” value of 7 đ holland, with the écu worth 18 “groot of 8 đ 

holland” / 12 β holland at the time (i.e. 144 đ holland). 

 

 

_____________ 
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